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The simulated random walk in Monte Carlo particle transport codes proceeds from one
interaction to the next, following a very simple procedure:
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1) Sample distance l to next collision from an exponential distribution function:

 Second level

 Third level

f (l) = Σe −Σl

(1)

This is done
using the inverse sampling method, by first sampling a uniformly
 Fourth
level
distributed random variable ξ on the unit interval and then obtaining the sample
 Fifth level
from:
1
l = − log ξ
(2)
Σ
2) Transport neutron to the collision site
3) Sample interaction
The outcome of the collision is determined by the physics routine. If the sampled
interaction is scattering, the procedure restarts from beginning.
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Problem: If the particle crosses the boundary between two materials, path lengths
sampled from (2) are not statistically valid beyond the boundary crossing.1
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When the boundary between materials 1 and 2 is located at distance δ on the particle’s
Second
level
flightpath,
the probability
distribution for free path lenght can be written as:

 Third level
(l) =
 Fourth flevel
 Fifth level



Σ1 e −Σ1 l
e

−Σ1 δ

Σ2 e

when l ≤ δ
−Σ2 (l−δ)

(3)
when l > δ

It is possible to derive a formula similar to Eq. (2) for sampling the path length. This
approach, however, becomes impractical since the particle may cross not only two, but
an arbitrary number of boundary surfaces along its path.
Two alternative solutions are discussed in the following.

1

When Eq. (2) is derived from (1), it is assumed that the medium is infinite and homogeneous.
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The surface tracking algorithm takes advantage of the fact that the interaction probability within the next dl is independent of distance l traveled so far. This essentially
means
Clickthat
to edit
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any point
withintext
the styles
particle’s path can be considered a starting point of a
new sampled
Secondpath.
level

 Third
If it is known
thatlevel
the particle makes it to the next material boundary and interacts

Fourth
level
somewhere beyond
the
other side (i.e. l > δ ), the point of crossing can be taken as
level
the starting point of aFifth
new
path.
In surface-tracking, the particle track is stopped at the nearest boundary crossing, and
a new free path length is sampled using the cross section of the next material.
The procedure is repeated until the collision occurs within the material (i.e. l < δ ).

1: Surface-tracking
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The algorithm requires calculating the distance to the nearest boundary surface. The
only way to accomplish this is to loop over all candidate surfaces and pick the shortest
value.
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 Second level

Surface tracking is considered the “standard” tracking algorithm and it is used by virtuThird Carlo
level transport calculation code.
ally everyMonte
 Fourth level
The method has afew
drawbacks
related to its efficiency in complex geometries:
Fifth
level
I

Determining the distance to the nearest boundary can become computationally
expensive if the material regions are bound by a large number of surfaces

I

The fact that the particle has to be stopped at each boundary crossing becomes
a computational bottleneck when the mean-free-path is long compared to the
dimensions

1: Surface-tracking
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Algorithm 1 Surface-tracking algorithm
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1: for j to
←edit
1 to ∞
do
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Get crosslevel
section Σj at current position r j
 Second
Get
δ to nearest boundary
 distance
Third level
l ← −log(ξ)/Σ
j
Fourth level
if l < δ then
 Fifth level
r j+1 ← r j + l Ω̂
Break loop
else

r j+1 ← r j + (δ + )Ω̂

. Loop until collision
. Call cell search routine
. Call surface distance routine
. Sample distance to collision
. Check distance
. Move particle to collision site
. Proceed to collision routine

. Move particle over boundary crossing2

end if
end for

2
A small extrapolation distance  is added to the surface distance to avoid problems with limited floating point precision and to
ensure that the cell search routine puts the particle on the correct side of the surface.
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An alternative to surface-tracking is the Woodcock delta-tracking algorithm,3 which is
based on the rejection sampling of neutron path lengths.
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The procedure relies on the concept of a virtual collision, which is a fictive interaction
 Second level
that preserves the energy and direction of the particle.

 Third level

Since virtual collisions do not change the random walk in any way, the material total

cross section Σ Fourth
can belevel
adjusted with an arbitrary virtual collision cross section Σ0 :
 Fifth level

Σ0 (r, E) = Σ(r, E) + Σ0 (r, E)

(4)

without changing the (statistical) outcome of the simulation.
It is then possible to adjust the cross sections of all material regions in the system such
that:
Σ01 (E) = Σ02 (E) = Σ03 (E) · · · = Σm (E)
(5)
where Σm is called the majorant cross section.

3
E. R. Woodcock et al. “Techniques Used in the GEM Code for Monte Carlo Neutronics Calculations in Reactors and Other
Systems of Complex Geometry.” Argonne National Laboratory, ANL-7050. 1965.
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In practice, it is not necessary to define the virtual collision cross sections at all if the
majorant is simply taken as the maximum of all material totals at each energy point:
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(E) = max Σ(r, E)

(6)

 the physical
leveltotal cross section, which depends on the material located at the
UnlikeSecond

 Third the
levelmajorant cross section is completely independent of the spatial
particle position,

Fourth
level
coordinates.
 Fifth level

The whole point of having a macroscopic cross section that is uniform throughout the
geometry is that when used for sampling path lengths:
l=−

1
log(ξ)
Σm

(7)

the values are statistically valid regardless of the number of material boundaries crossed.
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The fact that the total interaction probability was adjusted must be taken into account
when sampling the interaction. This is done by simply including the virtual collisions in
the
Click
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list ofto
reaction
modes. text styles

 Second
level
In practice
this is
done by rejection sampling. The probability of sampling a physical
collision is given
the ratio of total cross section to the majorant:
Thirdby
level
 Fourth level
 Fifth level

P=

Σ(r, E)
Σm (E)

(8)

A random number ξ is sampled on the unit interval:
I

If the collision is accepted (ξ < P ), the calculation proceeds to the collision
routine.

I

If the collision is rejected (ξ > P ), a new path length is sampled from (7) and the
particle is moved to the next collision site candidate.

Since the majorant cross section is always larger than or equal to the total cross section, the path lengths sampled in delta-tracking are, on the average, shorter than those
sampled with surface-tracking.
The average physical distance between two collisions is preserved, as some paths are
extended over multiple virtual collisions.
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Algorithm 2 Delta-tracking algorithm
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1: Get majorant
cross section
m
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

for
j ← 1 tolevel
∞ do
 Second

. Loop until collision
l←
− log(ξ)/Σ
. Sample distance to collision
 Third
level m
r j+1 ←
r j + l level
Ω̂
. Move neutron to tentative collision site
 Fourth
Get cross section
Σ
at
current
position
r j+1
. Call cell search routine
j+1
 Fifth level
if ξ < Σj+1 /Σm then
. Rejection sampling
Break loop
. Proceed to collision routine

else
Virtual collision
end if
end for

. Collision point rejected
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The advantage of delta-tracking over the surface-tracking algorithm is that there is no
need to stop the particle at the material boundaries:
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I
I

No need to calculate surface distance

 Second level

Particle
paths
can be extended over several boundary surfaces
 Third
level

 Fourth
level significant for computational performance in geometries
These advantages
become
 Fifth level
where the neutron mean-free-path is long compared to dimensions.

Delta-tracking also has its drawbacks:
I

The efficiency of the rejection sampling loop may become poor in the presence
of localized heavy absorbers (control rods, burnable absorber pins, etc.)

I

The track-length estimate of neutron flux cannot be used for calculating integral
reaction rates.

Serpent uses a hybrid method that switches to surface-tracking when the rejection
probability is beyond a certain limit.4
4
J. Leppänen. “Performance of Woodcock Delta-Tracking in Lattice Physics Applications Using the Serpent Monte Carlo
Reactor Physics Burnup Calculation Code.” Ann. Nucl. Energy 37 (2010), 715–722.
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Figure 1 : Left: Majorant and macroscopic cross sections in a system with localized heavy
absorber (Gd-fuel pins in BWR assembly). The majorant is dominated by the high capture cross
sections of 155 Gd and 157 Gd, even though the burnable absorber pins occupy a relatively small
volume of the geometry. Right: Rejection probability in coolant and moderator where neutrons
spend most of their lifetime. The efficiency of the rejection sampling scheme becomes poor
especially at low energy.
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At the most fundamental level the geometry routine in a Monte Carlo code performs
essentially two tasks:
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1) Determines the material located at an arbitrary position (x, y, z)

 Second level

2) Determines
 Third the
leveldistance to the nearest material boundary in direction (u, v, w)
from an arbitrary
(x, y, z)
 Fourth position
level
Four geometry typesFifth
arelevel
discussed in the following, referred to here as:


I

Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG)

I

Unstructured mesh based geometry

I

Unstructured surface based geometry

I

Voxel based geometry
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Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG):
I Homogeneous material cells, formed by combinations of elementary (quadratic)
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and derived surface types and Euclidean transformations

 Second level
I
I

Multiple
levels
(universes), repeated structures created using lattices
 Third
level
 Fourth
level type for Monte Carlo codes, can be used for describing
Most common
geometry
 Fifth level
almost any geometry in reactor physics applications

Unstructured mesh based geometries:
I

Arbitrary set of points, used for mapping the volume of a 3D object

I

Adjacent points are combined to form (planar) facets, which are combined to
form homogeneous material cells

I

Can be used to describe complex geometries with internal structure

I

Used by CFD and structural mechanics codes

Geometry
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Unstructured surface based geometries:
I Arbitrary set of points, used for mapping the boundary of a 3D object
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I

Adjacent
Secondpoints
levelare combined to form (planar) facets, which are combined to
formthe
bounding
Third
level surface of the solid

I

 Fourth
level
Can be used
to describe
complex geometries without internal structure

I

Used by CAD software

 Fifth level

Voxel based geometries:
I

Three-dimensional Cartesian mesh, each mesh cell (voxel) assigned with a
material

I

Used in medical imaging and radiotherapy

Geometry
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in Serpent 2
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Serpent 1 is entirely based on the CSG geometry type. Serpent 2 also supports two
advanced geometry types:
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OpenFOAM mesh based geometry type:

 Second level

I

I

By-product
an unstructured mesh-based multi-physics interface for CFD code
 Thirdoflevel
coupling Fourth level
level
First introducedFifth
at PHYSOR
20145


CAD based geometry type:
I

Based on the stereolithography (STL) format

I

Introduced at M&C 20156

The advanced geometry types form individual universes, which can be combined with
other types.
5
J. Leppänen and M. Aufiero. “Development of an Unstructured Mesh Based Geometry Model in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo
Code.” In proc. PHYSOR 2014. Kyoto, Japan, Sept. 28 - Oct. 3, 2014.
6
J. Leppänen. “CAD-based Geometry Type in Serpent 2 – Application in Fusion Neutronics.” In proc. M&C 2015. Nashville,
TN, Apr. 2015.
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 Second level
 Third level
 Fourth level
 Fifth level

Figure 2 : Serpent geometry plot of the “Standford Critical Bunny”, used for testing the new
geometry types (high-enriched uranium bunny). Left: unstructured OpenFOAM mesh based
model with internal structure. Right: unstructured STL surface based model without internal
structure.
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Common features of new geometry types:
I Used for modeling complicated irregular structures
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I

Geometries
constructed using 3D design tools
Second level

 Third
Existing
datalevel
formats, large files containing non-human-readable data
 Fourth level
Why include thesegeometry
Fifth level types in Serpent?
I

I

At the most fundamental level the geometry routines are based on the same
functions dealing with elementary surface types

I

Several routines shared with the multi-physics interface7

I

Good performance of delta-tracking in complex geometries

The major challenges are related to the size of the models, which affects both memory
footprint and computational efficiency
7
J. Leppänen et al. “Unstructured Mesh Based Multi-physics Interface for CFD Code Coupling in the Serpent 2 Monte Carlo
Code.” In proc. PHYSOR 2014. Kyoto, Japan, Sept. 28 - Oct. 3, 2014.
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Differences between the geometry algorithms are mainly related to the cell search
routine.
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For conventional CSG geometry types this task is relatively straightforward:

 Second level

I

Loop over
candidate cells within the universe
Thirdalllevel

I

 all
Fourth
level comprising the cell
Loop over
surfaces
 Fifth level

I

If the point satifies the surface equations comprised of intersection, union and
complement operators, it is inside the cell

Similar algorithm is applied for unstructured mesh based geometries:
I

Serpent converts hexa- and other polyhedral OpenFOAM meshes into
tetrahedral form before the transport simulation is run

I

Each cell is comprised of a an intersection of four planar triangular facets
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The same procedure cannot be applied to unstructured surface based geometries:
I Single solid is comprised of a large number of triangular facets
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I

Complicated
geometries are almost always re-entrant
Second level

 Third
level routine handling STL surface bound solids is based on a simple
Instead, the
cell search

Fourth
level
ray test:
 Fifth level

I

A ray is started from position (x, y, z) into an arbitrary direction (u, v, w).

I

If the ray is extended to the first intersection point with the triangulated surface,
and the scalar product between the ray direction and the surface normal yields a
positive value (the ray is exiting the volume), the point is inside the solid

I

If the value is negative (the ray is entering the volume), the point is outside the
solid

In practice the task is reduced into a ray-tracing problem, i.e. locating the first triangular
facet within the line-of-sight.
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STL solids may consists of thousands of triangular facets, which complicates locating
the facet at the intersection point. The number of candidates is narrowed down by an
adaptive
Click to
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search

 Second level
I

I

I

I

Theray
is traced
Third
level through the search
mesh, and
intersections
 Fourth level are tested
only for facets belonging
the local cell
Fifth level
If the cell contains no facets, the ray
is traced to the next cell
The finer the mesh, the shorter the
list of candidates
Instead of using a simple Cartesian
mesh, the structure is adaptively
refined around the STL surface
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Empty search mesh cells are used to store information on whether the entire cell is
inside or outside the geometry:
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I

A preprocessing routine performs the ray test for each empty search mesh cell
center point

 Second level

 Third level

I
I

I

If the point
is inside
the triangulated surface, the entire cell is inside
 Fourth
level
Fifthmost
level of the volume is covered by cells with this preassigned
In a refined mesh,
information


Computationally expensive ray test is needed only near the boundary

Similar adaptive search mesh is used with the OpenFOAM mesh based geometry type
and multi-physics interface.
Setting the the seach mesh parameters properly can save an order of magnitude in
overall running time!
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Advanced geometry types have been used for a while, but it is difficult to make any
general conclusions about the computational performance.
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Preliminary studies using the Stanford Critical Bunny showed that the performance of
 Second level
the CAD-based geometry routine is comparable to an equivalent CSG based model
 Third8level
(Godiva sphere).
 Fourth level
Examples of morecomplex
Fifth levelmodels:
I

Neutron and photon transport calculations for the ITER C-Lite model9 , 10 , 11

I

Modeling of the GIACINT Critical Assembly Experimental Facility12

8
J. Leppänen. “Development of a CAD Based Geometry Model in Serpent 2 Monte Carlo Code.” Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 111
(2014), 663–667.
9
J. Leppänen. “CAD-based Geometry Type in Serpent 2 – Application in Fusion Neutronics.” In proc. M&C 2015. Nashville,
TN, Apr. 2015.
10
P. Sirén and J. Leppänen. “Expanding the Use of Serpent 2 to Fusion Applications: Development of a Plasma Neutron
Source.” In proc. PHYSOR 2016. Sun Valley, ID, May 2016.
11
J. Leppänen and T. Kaltiaisenaho. “Expanding the Use of Serpent 2 to Fusion Applications: Shut-Down Dose Rate
Calculations.” In proc. PHYSOR 2016. Sun Valley, ID, May 2016.
12
A. Talamo et al. “Serpent Stereolithography Modeling of the GIACINT Critical Assembly Experimental Facility.” In proc.
PHYSOR 2016. Sun Valley, ID, May 2016.
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